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PARSON POLYGLOT'S SON.
CHAPTER II.
Touchstone.

A most wicked Sir Oliver, Audrey; a most vile Mar-text.
—As You Like It.

" Frank Dinsmore is a great
booby!"
The reader has it on the authority of one of the" prettiest young
ladies in Mooseville, that Frank
Dinsmore was a great booby.
The language is certainly expressive, if not elegant. It is but fair,
to say, however, in behalf of
Frank, that he was not a booby at
all, pretty young lady to the contrary notwithstanding.
Seriously,Frank Dinsmore was,
as has been already asserted, a boy
of almost unbounded possibilities.
But he belonged to that unfortunate class of people, whose positive need of appreciation and encouragement is often met by coldness, and sometimes by contempt.
It is impossible to say how much
these persons themselves aid in

the creation of the cold atmosphere
that surrounds them. If they shun
the fire, they can not hope to be
warmed.
Now and then, as you stand,
uncertain, in the streets of a busy,
bustling city, you are thrilled by
the sound of a kindly voice, asking, " Can I direct you?" but in
general, you must, at least, make
bold inquiry, or remain as uncertain as ever. Men of business
can not stop to help you; others
will not.
And so, certain classes of men,
some from reserve or diffidence,
others from true, gentlemanly
feeling, stand in the background
and let the hurrying crowds ot
brothers who would gladly answer
their call for sympathy pass on beyond the reach of their voices.
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In New England, where every
one is expected to be " doing
something," such persons are usually held in low estimation. 'Modest worth should grace a missionary, not a man.' Smartness is the
great requirement. Parents must
have a "smart" teacher for their
children. No matter if his speech
is vulgar and his manners are
boorish; %he is "smart." And
even the minister of the gospel,
though graced with every virtue,
must be " smart " or he is doomed
to hard work, debt, and disgrace.
Thus true merit often meets with
the neglect which a showy recklessness deserves.
But it was not wholly this Yankee contempt for modesty which
prompted the opening words of
our chapter. If you had asked
the pretty young lady why she
spoke them, she might have answered with Harl Linscott: "A
1
man should never be a woman !"
Woman has so long been called
the weaker sex that she herself
has come to despise delicacy of
feeling, especially in man, as an
unpardonable weakness. And in
this way, Frank Dinsmore came
to be looked upon at first as a
necessary and endurable evil, and
a
then as a positive nuisance.
He
has no spunk" is a phrase which
has proved fatal to the happiness
of many another besides Frank.
He had, at least, a quick feeling, and when he saw how matters were turning, he withdrew

himself as much as possible from
all companionship. Had it not
been for Alice Percival, he would
have shunned society altogether.
The secret of the whole matter
lies here : He was a shy, bashful
boy ; weak, if delicacy of feeling
be weakness, and truly weak in
his inability to overcome discouragements. Lacking confidence
in himself, he needed constant en
couragement. Cheer him with
kind words and there was nothing
that he could not and would not
do; sneer at him, and he would
drop down at your feet in despair,
Ah ! the world crushes thousands
of noble, throbbing hearts and,
passing on, despises the sacrifice
which it claimed. Where are
Christian charity and Christian
love that these hearts do not find
them ?
The study of Frank's inward
life is not a pleasant study. How
could it be pleasant to us, when it
was so fraught with pain to himself? The smallest things, the
slightest word of his, which the
hearer forgot as soon as it was uttered, sometimes caused him real
and lasting regret. He often
dwelt upon a slight till it became
an insult. At such times, he was
ready to cry out against God for
making him so weak; or, and
this was at rare intervals—against
the whole human family for their
coldness and lack of charity. It
is no wonder that, in this way, he
became fretful. Not having elastic
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fo
gh to repel his morbid
thoughts, he sank into a state of
grieving at his lot, a thing which
was all the more to be lamented
as it sometimes manifested itself
in fits of sullenness and positive ill
temper.
On the morning after our excursion, Frank awoke much earlier
than usual and looked about him
with a sleepy, half-petulant gaze,
'He always did awake earlier Sunday morning and he would like to
didn't
know the reason.
H
know as any one was to blame,
but he really did wish he wasn't
so wakeful on Sabbath morning,
the only time in the week when he
was at liberty to sleep as long as
he chose. He didn't know what
he should do, for he couldn't get
to sleep.' So he did just what he
had done a hundred times before
under like circumstances. His eye
followed the old familiar tracings
of the wall-paper.
He began
with a faded rose above the mantel. There was another faded
rose at the left, just across a rope of
vines and so on around the room,
in an unbroken line. Then he
followed them vertically and obliquely till they disappeared behind the ceiling" or the floor.
While he is lying in this halfdreamy state, let us look more
closely about the room.
Anew-fashioned bureau, an oldfashioned chair and stand, and
two old pictures constituted all the
furniture of the room besides the
>

in

bed. No ! not all. It would be
inexcusable not to mention that
genealogical, worsted palm-tree on
the wall, " Wrought by Mehitabel, Daughter to Piam, in the
year 1755, aged 11." It would be
equally inexcusable not to make
more explicit mention of the two
pictures that graced the wall,
There was none of that uncertainty
about them which is the plague of
modern art.
Look at a modern
that matter)
ancient fo
statue of Apollo for instance.
and how are you going to knov
whether it is Apollo, or Hercules
Jim Fiske, or any other of thos
old Roman celebrities ? But here,
every element of doubt was eliminated.
The prints represented
the " Death-bed of Washington,"
and the " Death-bed of President
Harrison." There might have
been room for doubt, even here,
whether the two pictures did not
portray the same scene, had it not
been for their different names and
the foot-notes under each. The
same stiff-looking man stared at
you over the head-board; the
very black negro held to his eyes
r
the same exceedingly w hite handkerchief; the same lady in deep
mourning knelt beside the same
dying man and tl same two
boys were squeezed in a sum
agony between the bedstead
the wall, in both pictures. In
both pictures, too, the stiff-looking
man and the very black negro
were ^pu down in the foot-note
4.
1
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as, respectively, the physician and
the colored servant.
And here
the resemblance ends. The lady
in deep mourning is Lady Washington or Lady Harrison, according as you consult the first picture
or the second. And now, mark
how the artist has improved upon
history itself; for here, behind the
bedstead, stand Washington's two
sons, of whose existence even,
history is complacently ignorant.
And again, with the very refinement of accuracy, the artist absolutely settles all doubts as to the
b
identity of the dying man, y
writing the name, "George Washington," below the bed,
Such were the surroundings of
Frank Dinsmore, on that Sabbath
morning. For a long time he lay
in that half-sleeping, half-waking
state, when, if ever, the mind is
at rest. At length
association suggested
myster
to his mind th t scenes of yesterday, and roused him in an instant.
The remembrance of his own display of weakness came to him
with a painful shock. He should
never dare to hold his head up any
more. People would point at him
the finger of scorn and call him
"baby." Oh, why had God made
him as he was?
He recalled the kindness of Alice Percival and the scorn of Linscott. Strange to say, he harbored toward the latter no resentment whatever. "It's all in me,"
he said to himself. And this was

the way he always reasoned, in
Self-condemnation
such cases.
was an element of his nature.
Something in the character of
Linscott filled Frank with admiration. He looked uponthe former as a stern censor, an upright
judge of the actions of men. He
admired that serene contempt for
the good or bad opinion of others
which appeared to characterize
Linscott. This, together with a
calm assurance of his own good
judgment, seemed to Frank to
constitute the very essence of
manliness.
He desired to know
him better, though he knew that
his tender spirit would shrink from
the companionship as the flesh
from the knife.
Occupied with these thoughts,
Frank arose and went down stairs,
His mother had breakfast and a
smile all ready for him.
"How do you feel, this morning ?"
r she asked.
"Don't ask me any questions,
mother. I feel well enough."
He repented his crossness be
fore it found vent, and made up
for it by putting on a# "smiling
morning face" and changing his
tone to one of cheerfulness, The
next hour was spent in a cheery,
thoughtless happiness, till the
ringing of the bells summoned the
drowsy town to church,
Mooseville had been asleep all
the morning. The sun had shed
its unclouded glory on lowly cottage and lofty spire, to no purpose.

i
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The streets were as silent as if the
Angel of Death had visited
y
r
house . th
atches of the previous
ght
Occasionally, you
might see a girlish face peeping
lg
out from an inconspicuous doorway , and
girlish form glidwith
and unnecessary stillness, to a neighb
hous
This is
full two hours befo
service. Wait till her toilet is
complete, and you shall see this
same miss sail out of the front
doorway under a nutter of ribbons
and a battery of admiring eyes.
A half-dozen such girls stood
ready to answer the first stroke of
the bell by rushing out of doors
and into the church.
These
wanted to see everybody that
came.
A half- dozen others
gauged their time so that they
might enter the church on the very
last stroke. These wanted to be
St
seen by everybody
other
walked in demurely with thei:
moth ITS and sat down quietly
These wanted to see nobody and
be seen by nobody.
I will not delay to tell y
about this Sabbath scene
h
the boys sat outside on the fe
till they saw the parson approachthe middle-aged men
stood out on th platform, talking
pol
or tell £> y
of the
d a hundred other things,
Suffi
it to say, that 1 ame old
men and tottering old women:
loafers from the wharves and gentlemen from the m
well>

&

\
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dressed children and poorh'
dressed children, all came to hear
the good Parson Polyglot in the
white church on the hill. Even
Harl Linscottcame, and the usher
put him and George Farjeon in
Mrs. Dinsmore's seat.
Behind the minister came Charlie Templeton and his mother and
sister; for Parson Polyglot,
soj t>
called by the parish, was no other
than the Rev. Mr. Templeton,
Charlie's father,
The minister stood, noble and
erect, behind the pulpit. He read
the 6th chapter of Romans, and
chose for his text the 20th verse :
"For when ye were the servants
of sin, ye were free from righteousness." His theme, though
not formally announced, was
The Nature of Sin.
"It needs not," he said in conclusion, "the words of inspiration
to tell us what sin is. When we
look around us and see how dis
ease fastens itself upon the man
of wicked wa)
remorse or
him all the
vain regret foil
at can v e
da\ of his life
think, but that God is punishi
him for his iniquity? And
when we behold the prosperity
of the upright; when we note
th
in
adof
mind
P
ity, what can we think , but
that God
fo
ward o th
th • uprightness? Oh, my
what must be the heinou
of sin, when God thus sets ut
it the seal of his displ
5

»
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He then passed from the laws
of God as shown in nature to the
same laws as set forth in the Bible, and closed with an earnest
appeal for nobility of soul and
purpose.
It was a sermon full of thought,
but not calculated to stir men's
souls. The audience went out,
meditative. George Farjeon invited Frank Dinsmore to his room,
and they walked on in silence.
No one spoke until they had
reached the room, when Harl
Linscott broke out: "This, then,
is the Parson Polyglot of whose
goodness we have heard so much !
This is the 'good Parson whose
name everybody loves'! A fine
Parson, indeed. A fine old hypocrite, rather !"
Frank looked horrified, but
Harl went on without noticing it.
Do you suppose he believes
what he said this morning ?" he
continued.
"And yet I suppose
the people all swallowed it for
gospel truth."
"Why, don't you believe what
he said?" asked Frank, timidly.
A sneer rose to Harl's lips, and
he was going on without noticing
the interruption ; but suddenly he
winked to George, and, turning to
Frank, asked: "How do you
know there is any such thing as
?"
sin:
"Why, the Bible says so," an •
swered Frank, confidently.
"And what is the Bible?"
"The Bible is God's word."
»»

*

"But how do you know that the
Bible is God's word?"
"Why," said Frank, who had
never thought it a thing to be
doubted, "because everybody says
so.
Yes," said Harl, smiling, "but
are you sure that everybody bethe Bible?"
a Oh, of course the heathen
don't. They don't know any
better."
Linscott seemed amused at the
He
simplicity of this answer.
continued his catechism thus:
"Don't the heathen have any religion ?"
"Oh, yes,
yes
"Oh, yes,"
interrupted Harl,
with an expression of disgust,
"they have a religion ! 'But they
are poor heathen. They don't
know any better.' Why don't
they say to us: 'We worship
Allah. You worship a false God.
But we pity you. You are poor
heathen. You don't know any
better.'
"Oh, this vile superstition is the
ruin of us all! If one whom we
call a bad man is sick, the Parson
calls it a punishment for his sins ;
if the same man regains his health
and becomes wealthy and powerful, God is preparing to embitter
his happiness by a fall; and
despite these croakings, he comes
to a good old age and then quietly
dies, straightway the town is
shocked by the terrible judgment
that has fallen upon the wicked

*~
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man. By what authority do we he said this morning ! He knows
call men bad ? We approve to-day too much for that!
Frank
Dinsmore
was
confused
the acts which our fathers con
He
went
home
and
astounded.
demned. A few generations, and
to meditate in secret upon what he
men will laugh at our bigotry and had heard.
A doubt had been
do deeds which would horrify us
ggested to his mind
d from
by their monstrosity. Talk about that doubt grew branches that
Parson Polyglot's believing what shadowed his whole life

i

MUSIC.
/

A

LL the world is full of music,
Nature is not dumb ;
Life and action rouse creation
With their busy hum
There is music in the whirlwinds,
When the tempests gath<
Music in the stream that murmurs
On its way forever.

\

Forest depths are ever vocal
With the life they hold ;
While winds breathe a soothing requiem
Through their branches bold.
In the rich and busy city
With its deaf'ning din,
Music comes from countless sources,
Life and joy to win.
Bells that ring their call to duty
In a sterner note,
Chime their sounds with mellow voices,
Mingling as they float.

A
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The Profession of Politics.
Ocean's billows breaking ever
On the pebbly sand,
Make sad music for the exile
From his native land ;
For they fill his soul with musings
Of life's early spring,
As he strives to read the meaning
Of the dirge they sing.

.

Valleys rich with life and verdure,
Mountains wild and high,
All the works of God's great wisdom
'Twixt the earth and sky,
Blend their varied sounds together,
One harmonious band,
Filling earth's remotest confines
With their chorus grand.

f

'

THE PROFESSION OF POLITICS.

w

HEN i
der the sev
eral professions I can
not help regarding the profession
of politics the most inviting and
noblest of them all."
"Why, dear
ir sir, what do you
mean by such a use of terms ?
Do you mean to say there is a
profession of politics?"
"Certainly. When I think of
the signification of the word ' profession,'—the preparation, trained
powers and field of action it im-

plies,
I see no inconsistency in
the expression, 'profession of pol
itics.
"I must thank you for introducing a topic, which, though the
lateness of the hour forbids present discussion, will surely be a
pleasant theme of thought to me.
Good-night, sir."
"Good-night."
This conversation, which took
ace at the close of a meetiety
ing of a literary
g
>»

>
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The Proft
gested the subject of this paper,
What is meant by profession ?
Says Webster : "Profession is the
business which one professes to
understand and follow for subsistence.
Formerly, there were
three professions—or learned professions as they were called
theology, law, and medicine. No
one will deny that by established
usage the word is now properly
applied to many employments outside the so-called learned profes4
sions. 'The business which one
professes to understand and follow
for subsistence." The lawyer acquires a certain amount of knowledge, and uses it to earn his
bread. The politician does the
same. How then can it be consistent to say profession of law,
and inconsistent to say profession
of politics ?i
"A lawyer," says the objector,
"spends two or three years in acquiring knowledge essential to his
success. He reads the works of
the best jurists. He drills himself in mute courts. In short he
serves an apprenticeship, as does
the mechanic. The same is equally true of the clergyman and the
physician. Their influence, the
r
influence w ielded by cultivated
minds, is a national blessing,
Place the politician in turn beside
the clergyman, the lawyer, the
physician. How marked in each
case is the contrast! A professional man, properly so called, has
served a long apprenticeship ; has
»

k
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of Politi
lofty aims; has a broad field for
the exercise of his powers. None
of these things can be said of
the politician."
Let us consider these objections.
There is a certain amount of superiority, of dignity, connected with
our idea of a professional man.
Knowledge always commands respect. In looking at politics, men
notice only what is far too prominent, trickery and knavery. They
utterly confound the terms, political trickery, and profession of
politics. They see in Butler the
politician, in Sumner the statesman. "If all political men had
served an apprenticeship similar
to that of Sumner ; if they had as
lofty aims; if they exerted a like
influence, then we might speak of
a profession of politics." Thus
says the objector.
Is it true that politicians do not
serve an apprenticeship ? Does
not every politician prepare himself for his business by study more
or less extensive ? The idea of a
politician implies a knowledge of
the condition, needs and prospects
of a certain number of people,
But how can this knowledge be
gained save by study ? It is not
necessary that it be obtained at
the schools. It is essential only
that it be acquired. To say that
many, or even the majority of
politicians are not educated, is not
proving the non-existence of a
profession of politics. To say, as
can be said with truth, that many

I
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lawyers are ignorant men, is not
proving the non-existence of a
profession of law. In each instance, it simply proves that there
are ignorant men earning their
livelihood in these professions.
Hence, our common expressions,
— a shrewd lawyer, an eminent
jurist, a shrewd politician, a great
statesman. We do not exclude a
shrewd lawyer from the profession
of law. Why then should we exelude a shrewd politician from the
profession of politics ? In like
manner, the existence of medical
and theological quacks does not
prove the non-existence of the
professions of medicine and theology. Yet in each of these are
men wor
point of education,
than the worst politicians
«Ag
urge the objector,
"the aims of professional men are
high. Petty politicians are not
men of high aims." Be it so.
But are those men of high aims
who. calling themselves Phy
cians, spend their time in boiling
herbs, and mixing poisons ? or
those who
tyling themselves
clergymen, employ their time in
carefully transcribing Beech or
Spurgeon for the edifying of their
he irers? Luther, John Marshall
and Charles Sumner belonged
spectively to the professions of
theology, law
d politics, not
withstanding they were surrounded by men of low aims who disgraced these professions.
The graduate of the medical

■MBBBB

school steps forth into the world
eager to improve men's physical
condition, and thus enlarge the
measure of their happiness. He
has studied that curious piece of
God's handiwork, the human body.
He has been inspired by the noble successes of those who have
honored the profession with their
genius He feels his to be a high
calling, and the circle of his in
fluence to be of almost incalcula
ble diameter.
The law student hangs out his
shingle and waits for business,
He is versed in history. The
writings of the finest jurists of all
ages are familiar to him. He nobly resolves to honor the profession in which so many of earth's
greatest minds have loved to labor,
Think you the field of his influence is narrow ?
The student leaves the theological seminary, steeped in ecclesiastical history, filled with inspiration
by the grand achievements of the
heroes of the church, eager to
press forward toward the realization of his ideal. He is to labor
for the welfare of men's souls.
He is a teacher; the world is his
school; men's present and eternal
happiness is the object of his labors. How wide his influence !
T
How grand his mission
Lofty are the ideals ; grand, in
deed, are the fields of action of
the physician, the lawyer, the
clergyman! How immeasurably
grand, then, must be the sphere

•
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of his influence, whose duty it is
to combine these ! Yet such is the
business of the politician, The
physical well-being of the people
demands that he have a knowledge
of the human body, of the sanitary regulations of his own country and others, of the history of
the causes and cures of epidemics,
A knowledge of the laws of his
own country, of the important
laws of the leading nations, of
their influence, their likeness or
unlikeness to those of his country
is obviously indispensable. A
knowledge, too, of the morality of
different nations, of the history of
the relations of church and state
in certain periods, of the causes
and tendencies of religious upheavals, is plainly essential.
Thus, in point of apprenticeship, or preparation for his business, in the character of his aims,
in the extent of his field of action,
in brief, in the grandeur of his
mission, the politician compares
favorably with the physician, the
lawyer, or the clergyman. Why,
then, the comparison being thus
favorable, shall we have a profession of medicine, of law, of theology, and not a profession of polities ? Must we not admit that,
when we think of the signification
'the
of the word profession
preparation, trained powers and

field of action it implies"—we see
no inconsistency in the expression,
profession of politics ?
The objections to the expres
sion, profession of politics, arise
from regarding political trickery
and the profession of politics as
synonymous terms. That they
are not has, I think, been shown.
This misapprehension of terms is
common. A college graduate
chooses the law, or theology, or
medicine, as his profession. His
friends congratulate him on his
choice, and wish him success.
But let him elect politics as his
profession, and his friends can not
restrain their disgust. They immediately picture to themselves
the disgraceful part he must play
It
in political intrig
g
which prepares such mental
ra
There is no
phantasmag
greater danger to the true m
th
b
in any oth
polit
ness. Such objectors are eager
for the promotion of education,
but sneer when a college graduate
proposes to carry the influence of
his disciplined mind into this their
realm of ignorance. What shortsightedness ! What consummate
Let such objectors
folly
cier the effect upon our national
well-being, had we possessed ten
Sumners instead of

*
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Our German Correspondence.
OUR GERMAN CORRESPONDENCE
UNPATRIOTIC JOURNALISM

HERE is abundant ground
for mortification and pain in
the actual dishonesty that has
found play in public affairs, and
carried distrust into all spheres of
political and financial responsibili. The demonstrated want of
moral stamina, the utter selfishness in so many holders ofresponsible trusts, can never be too deeply lamented nor rebuked with too
severe a condemnation. But there
is hardly less ground for regret
and shame in the reckless manner
in which political and sensational
journals exaggerate suspicions of
these things into affirmations, proclaim charges for partisan effect
without regard to fact, and sting,
with their envenomed insinuations,
putat
in no other
that
way be impaired, simply in order
to
ake an opposite party or
discredit an enterprise which they
dislike. The employment of such
weapons by persons or joui nals to
whose characters they are appropriate can do little harm where
they
em
known. But wh
ployed by journals of world-wide
pute
d ational circulation,
amount of good they can do by
the exposure of actual wrong
atone for the mischief they create
by filling the
with unjust insinuations.
I believe one gets a more impres-

sive and distressing view of these
things when he goes out of the
country, and sees how foreign peopies, who can not estimate the value of these partisan representations, are affected by them, when
they equally believe what either
side says of the other, and must
conclude, either that our political
journals are convicted though unpunished liars and libelers, or that
all our public men and most beloved and trusted army officers
are knaves. The circumspection
which the press is everywhere
obliged to preserve in this country,
makes it difficult to accept the
former conclusion, and so the latter seems far more general in this
country than I like to confess.
The impression is produced
that dishonesty and corruption are
immeasurably more prevalent and
colossal than the reality, that they
make the custom not the exception; and hence the conclusion
can not be avoided, that the protest and resistance bear no proportion to the magnitude of the
evil, and, either that the whole
country is so in league with dishonesty, or so entirely prostrated
beneath its colossal stride, so helpless in the power of rings and railroads, that resistance and remedy
are alike impossible. It can hardly admit of question, that the two
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circumstances now alluded to,
turned American bonds out of the
European market last autumn,
augmented the legitimate distrust
at home, and so precipitated the
financial crisis.
These causes of the financial
crisis have undoubtedly contributed, independently as well as
through that, to produce a falling
off in the emigration from this
country to the United States. The
supposed general dishonesty of
government officials and the ring
robberies, are so paraded in the
German newspapers, along with
exaggerated statements of the real
and imagined consequences of the
late disasters in the stock and
money markets, as to dissuade
Germans from emigrating to America.
The effect of these representations, we can not doubt, is greatest
upon that class whose emigration
would be of the greatest advantage to the United States, viz. : the
honest, who wish to accumulate
their own industry, who aspire
to imp *ove the condition of their
familie , but not to be a prey to
the he pies of dishonesty
b
pelled, as in this country, to
yield a lion
of the earnin irs to the collector of taxes
Th
who have schooled themselves here in the practice of dishonesty are only too likely to be
attracted by the common report,
that in America the meanest men
become speedily rich and politi-

121

cally exalted. This unenviable
reputation presents to European
minds a perplexing enigma. They
can easily understand what it is
to be betrayed and cheated. It is
no mystery, that the baker who
cooks their flour should let a part
of it swell his own loaf. That is
expected; and the utmost that
vigilance can hope to secure in
these relations of common life,
with the working classes, is to
prevent the cheating from going
beyond an endurable limit. But
how people of official and cornmercial rank, and in positions of
Governmental trust, should not
be inspired with a higher self-respect and a more becoming re
gard for the station itself, is to
them a mystery. And how peopie known to lack these qualities
can still retain official position, is
to them a still greater mystery 5
and a sad interpreter of the genius
of American institutions, as well
as of the American conception
of honor. An American here
meets many people who desire to
ask for an explanation of th
things, but who only with hesita
tion yield to the desire It seems
to them, and no wonder, like ask
ing a stranger, whose brother was
hung, or ought to have been, to
explain how a member of a once
reputable family could become so
wicked. Honest and patriotic
Americans, when abroad, even
more than while at home, must
feel personally deeply wronged
*

*
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by the men who have so debauched
public sentiment, and dishonored
their country by the origination
of black Fridays, railroad stock
swindles, city government and
revenue rings, and Credit Mobilier
schemes.
But no less worthy of indignation and chastisement are those
persons, or journals, so insensible
to moral distinctions and to the
value of personal and national
honor, that they wittingly contribute directly or indirectly to create
the impression, that the principles
and motives manifest in the transactions just alluded to are universal in public life. Those partisans
who seem determined never to
cease their endeavors to pro

duce the impression that Gen.
Howard is animated by no purer
and more unselfish motives than
some of the men who in public
life have endeavored to maintain
• that system of
and to profit
caste, for the ultimate destruction
of which he has done so much,
are not only the enemies of one
man they are the foes of the
country, the defamers of its good
name they wrong every honest
patriot who wishes that modesty
and honesty and Christian virtue
should not refuse to hold office
nor be driven from places of publie trust and benefaction, and who
wishes to belong to a country
where honesty has power, and not
to a nation of reputed thieves.
>
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PROFESSOR BALKAM.

R

EV. Uriah Balkam, D. D., to Wiscasset, where he remained
who $e sudden death was ten years. In 1855, he became
noticed in a previous number of pastor of the Pine St. CongregaThe Student, was born in Robbin- tional church in Lewiston. This
ston, in this State, March 27, 1812. pastorate he resigned in October,
He graduated from Amherst 1870. At the session of the TrusCollege in 1837, and afterwards tees of Bates College in 1873,
went through a theological course Dr. Balkam was elected "Cobb
at Bangor. He was three times Professor of Logic and Christian
settled as a pastor, first, at Union, Evidences." He entered on his
Maine, from which place he went duties in the College at the begin-
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ning of the fall term, but as Prof,
Hayes has been in Europe this
year, Dr. Balkam performed the
duties of the professorship of Mental and Moral Philosophy during
his connection with the College,
Dr. Balkam was a man of rare
endowments. The vigor of his
intellect, the versatility of his talents, and his scholarly tastes were
such as to have insured him suecess in any of the higher callings,
and yet we feel that he was singularly fortunate in his choice of a
profession. He had in a marked
degree the qualifications of a good
preacher and pastor.
He was a natural orator. His
fine form and expressive face rendered his personal appearance
very attractive. His voice was
rich, full and melodious ; his enunciation remarkably distinct, and
the easy, unaffected dignity and
earnestness of his manner are seldom surpassed.
The vigor of his intellect was unusual. Activity, not rest, seemed
to be its normal condition. His
mind was so constituted that it
must work, therefore everything,
natural scenery, ordinary conversation,all the occurrences of everyday life furnished him subjects for
thought. Even those things which
to many would have been hindrances to thought, he subjected to the
processes of his mind, and made
them of use in his work. He was
a genuine lover of books, and although they were never authorita-
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tive, the contact with thinking
minds afforded by them, was always suggestive and stimulating,
A mind so active must be productive. Notwithstanding his very
remarkable powers of expression
he had, upon any subject to which
he gave his attention, more
thoughts than he could express,
His severe critical taste compelled
him to reject more material than
he used. What he rejected would
have seemed invaluable to ordinary writers. If, after hearing him
preach, you conversed with him
about the sermon, you learned that
the presentation of the subject to
which you had listened was one
of many which he had been considering. In fact, he gave the
impression to his hearers that he
had great powers in reserve, that
he was always capable of something better than he had done,
The fertility of his mind rendered
the temptation to any form of
plagiarism impossible. He was,
therefore, very original.
His
hearers felt that what he uttered
was his own.
His liberality of spirit and free
dom from all forms of bigotry,
combined with great earnestness
of purpose, made him a very effective preacher.
His pulpit
themes were the great truths of
the Bible, such as the mission of
Christ, the necessity and utility of
prayer, the duties and the hopes
of the Christian. While he was
a sincere lover of truth, I do not
>
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believe he ever preached a sermon
that was sectarian in its spirit,
He instinctively avoided those subject s merely sectarian, upon
which more narrow-minded men
have wasted their energies. But,
while he was careful to avoid subjects about which honest men
might differ, if he did not regard
them as essential, he was as bold
as a lion in defense of great truths,
Rev. A. C. Adams, formerly of
Auburn, in an article written for
the Christian Mirror, gives an illustration of his fearlessness on
the subject of slavery. "He stood
up" says Mr. Adams,
in the
crowded State Conference, and
put forth suddenly, yet in his resolute and imperturbable way, a
series of resolutions bearing on
the subject of Slavery, at which
prudent men stood aghast, but
which, yet, after much debate,
carried almost the entire body with
him."
He was a deeply religious man.
His religion was practical and
gave the impulse to all his efforts,
While he was interested in politics,
in all the reforms, in general literature, he derived his chief enjoyment from religious sources. He
especially loved devotional books
and devotional hymns; and the
conversation in which he most delighted was on subjects of spiritual
«t
interest. Prayer was his vital
breath." No one who heard him
pray could doubt that he had communion with God.
Rev. Mr.
)

Adams, in the article already alluded to, speaks of his wonderful
prayers. At his funeral, Rev.
Mr. Matthews, of Court St. Baptist church, Auburn, after an ap
preciative tribute to his qualifications as a preacher, in which he
remarked, "I feel that we ministers of Lewiston and Auburn have
lost our leader and our king in the
pulpit," spoke at some length of
t i
his prayers
No man ever
prayed in my presence," said he,
"who made me feel the possibilities of salvation in Christ so deeply as he did."
It is seldom, I think, that one,
who is so much of a student and
who prepares so thoroughly for
the pulpit, is so social in his nature, and so good a pastor, as was
Dr. Balkam. But with him, as
may be inferred from what has
T
been already said, pastoral w ork
and preparation for the pulpit did
not interfere with each other, but
his work in either of these departments assisted him in performing the duties of the other.
To his originality and thoughtfulness, his catholic spirit, and his
large fund of general information,
were joined an enthusiasm and an
ingenuousness almost child-like,
making him one of the most delightful conversationalists I have
ever met. It was easy and natural for him to make common con
versation instructive, but even
then, he never failed to be entertaining. By his strong and tender

I
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sympathies, he was drawn to tho
was no misunderstanding between
affliction and peculiarly fitted to them, but a constant growth in
minister to them. Lewiston
mutual affection and confidence.
had a better citizen.
He was
When Dr. Balkam entered upon
thoroughly interested in every- his duties in the College, he found
thing which promised any materi- himself associated, as an instructwith men who had long loved
al, educational or moral advantage
to the place. I know scarcely a and respected him H e also reFree Baptist minister who has been ceived heart) elcome from the
a warmer friend to Bates College students. That the young men
fthe S
Cl iss so fully apthan he was from its start. He
sympathized heartily with all the predated his instructions, and bereligious societies in Lewiston came so warmly attached to him
and Auburn, and was ever ready personally, is the best criticism on
to acknowledge the good that they this part of his work.
were doing.
It would be impossible that th
Although he was
everywhere regarded as a leading peopl of Lewiston should not
and faithful minister in his own keenly feel the loss of a man w
denomination, as was remarked at had been, for nearly twenty yea
his funeral by his friend, Rev. Dr. in their midst
able and faithful
Fisk, of Bath, yet he had none of a minister. And it was a touching
the petty feeling which seeks to testimony to his excellence in these
build up "my church" at the ex- respects, that the members of the
penseof others. Rev. Mr. Bur- church in Wiscasset had so kept
gess of Pine St. Free Baptist him in their hearts during the
church, in his remarks at the fu- twenty years that he had been
neral, spoke of the spirit which he away from them, as to send their
manifested when he came here, present pastor, Rev. Mr. Bolster,
"I do not want," said he to Mr. to attend the funeral, that he
Burgess, then preaching in Main might speak for them, of their
St. Free Baptist church, "to in- affection and their grief.
terfere with your particular sphere
But while, not only in the Colof labor, but I want to help you lege and throughout this commudo the hard work which ought to nity, but wherever Dr. Balkam was
be done in this growing place." known, there is a deep sense of
Mr. Burgess gave him a cordial loss, we are grateful for the memwelcome, and it is worthy of re- ories that remain to us, and we
mark, and creditable alike to both feel that
these pioneers in Christian work
We have not lost him all; he is not gone
in Lewi ston, that, during about
To the dumb herd of them that wholly die
twenty years of association and The beauty of his better self lives on
In minds he
almost brotherly friendship, there
touched with fire."
>
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by delegations of Boston and New
VERY honest man must h
York merchants, arrogantly inbeen gratified at the acl
forming him as to what course he
of the President in vetoing the ought to pursue, with Johnson's exSenate curi ency b
isely ample staring him in the face, yet,
passed by he Koi
The tel
notwithstanding all these influences,
r
that
brought
the
news
of
the
he placed himself squarely, as he
g
der of Vicksbur^ was re
always has, to fight it out on the
ceived among thoughtful men with line of honor and principle, thus
scarcely greater satisfaction. At vindicating his own promises as
the battle of the Wilderness, Gen. well as the pledges of his party.
Grant was placed betwe
t\\
Yet this is the man whom some
fire s, as it
on the one hand of our prominent journals one
was an intelligent staff, all advising day ridicule as an ignoramus, enretreat ; and on the other, the press tirely dependent upon party adof the North, clamoring for ad visers, and the next, inconsistently
vance. In the midst of this be
deplore as an arrogant Caesar.
wildering storm of conflicting " He makes mistakes, v say the
counsel, he evinced a tenacity of leading papers, and the little ones
right purpose and an independence take up the cry. Is it not possible
of judgment that alone solved the that some of these mistakes are
problem and saved the Union. viewed with a beam in the eye ?
Again has he been placed in a These same organs called vigorsimilar position. By a large major- ously for the Emancipation Procity, both houses in Congress decid- lamation, long before it was issued
ed to inflate the national currency, in September, 1862, and strongly
and again the press were almost a censured President Lincoln for
unit in protesting against it. Once withholding it. Now, they nearly
more the President proved himself all grant that its issue at any time
equal to the occasion. Himself a
ch prior to that date would
Western man, the West vehement- been, at least, a move of doubtful
demanding inflation, sur propriety. The future may disrounded by a host of inflationists, cover that many supposed mistakes
comprising^ many of the most were but wisdom veiled. It is
gifted men in the country, besieged amusing to see how some of our
VETO AND PRESS.

f
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dailies occasionally make blunders, " bark up the wrong stump,"
so to speak, and also with what
facility and assurance they change
their tune. For instance, when
the Senate passed the inflation
measure, the Tribune and other
journals cried out in horror
against the outrage, and loudly
condemned the addition of $90,000,000 to the circulation. But
when the Bulletin pointed out that
the modifications of the reserve
laws incorporated in the bill would
really serve as a contraction of the
circulation of legal tenders, then
they turn about, and jeer at the
ignorance of the House in passing
a contraction bill, when they had
supposed it a measure of inflation ;
howbeit, they themselves had been
in a like state of delusion until enthe Bulletin* It is
lightened
interesting, and perhaps instructive, to note the difference in spirit
with which certain papers greet
the President's veto. Of all we
have seen, the Tribune alone withholds credit where credit is due.
It says that there is no strain of
probabilities in recognizing the
duty of a hearty vote of thanks to
the President's sound advisers,
This,from a paper constantly iterating that the Presidential ear is
completely monopolized by ignorant and corrupt advisers, partakes
rather too much of the contradictory to insure conviction. Harper's
Weekly, always fair and charitable
withal, is only strengthened in its
&

\
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often expressed conviction, that,
whatever his failures, General
Grant is animated with a sincere
and patriotic desire to do his duty.
The Christian Union was charitable toward the President in his
perplexing position before the veto,
and eulogizes his courage and
judgment in making a decision,
The Nation, usually a little caustic,
discusses, in a candid manner, the
merits of the mess t> allows its
worth, and does not jealously or
foolishly attribute it to any one but
the President. It is truly refreshg to note how the veto has reunited the Republics P
d
restored, in a certain
confidence of the party
The
manner in which many influential
members of the press (which is tl
guide of the people) deprecate tl
dition of th government
d
predict its r u 1 n 1 is leplorabl
ar d shameful Although Wendell
Phillips did say, " The bov
chool
11 write th
decline and fall of the American
Republic," and notwithstanding it
ha b
the
y of Rad
the Ship still lives, and
increasing in strength ft
ye
to year, will yet " breast successfully the stor
of ages.
Tru
barnacles still cling to her timb
but time wasted in useless w
if properl)
ployed in honest
criticism, c< pled with sound adwould serve, in a great
ure to clear them aw a)
The
man who stands at the hel has
?J

&
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just given renewed evidence of
skill, and every loyal man will
have strong hopes of the verdict
of the future.
STUDY OF HISTORY.

Nearly a year ago, an articl i was
published in these columns upon
the study of history, and we are
glad that something is being done
this direction in the for of
series of lectures by Professor
Malcom ; but is this enough ? We
fear not. Able as these lectures
undoubtedly are,—and in what we
say we do not wish to be understood as reflecting in the slightest
degree upon Professor Malcom,
they fail to supply our need. First,
because the lecturer must necessarily confine himself to a limited
portion of history, and, secondly,
on account of the short time occu
pied in the delivery of the course.
This last objection, which should
have been avoided if possible, is
perhaps of more importance than
appears at first thought. The object of such a course, as we understand it, is, not to present to the
student the dry facts of history,
but to introduce him to the spirit
of it, to show him the proper manner of studying it; to assist us in
weighing and classifying its statements, and in properly drawing
deductions and conclusions from
these. If these views are correct,
then the subjects of the course
should be announced in advance,

so that the students could familiarize themselves with the principal
events of the period treated upon,
and thereby be able to listen understandingly.
Sufficient space to
give time for reflection should also
intervene between the lectures,
In this way the course would be
made much more profitable, and
would do much more towards supplying our great need.
But to return to our first objec
tion. It is certainly a matter of
surprise that the Faculties of our
American colleges are so indifferent to the claims of history and
political science. While we are
all drilled from two to three years
in the language and literature of
Greece and Rome, little attention
is paid, comparatively, to what
should interest us most, the history
and institutions of our own country.
Space forbids our considering
the value of history as a disciplin
ary study, but even if it had no
value in this direction, there are
sufficient reasons for its introduc
tion, outside of this, to confirm us ii
our opinion The best minds of
our time declare that we are fast
approaching, if we have not
already reached, a crisis in our
history, and that the Republic
must rely for assistance upon its
educated men. Butlerism, in all
its forms of political corruption and
chicanery, has already attained
gigantic proportions, and is every
day increasing and striking its

«
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roots still deeper in the political
soil. Now, if ever, should we be
acquainted with the history and
principles of our government; and
yet our college authorities permit
class after class to graduate,
totally ignorant,—with the exception of what information they pick
up in the course of desultory readmg —of what most intimately concerns them, and make no effort to
acquaint them with their duti
citizens, and perchance as political
leaders. Let us hope that Bates
will be one of the first to correct
this great evil.
.
CONTRIBUTIONS.
1
.■

.'
\

We were most agreeably astonished,—not to use a stronger
expression,—at receiving, a short
time since, an unsolicited contribution. We know not what generous emotion actuated the author,
but certainly he is entitled to be
considered as a Columbus in this
direction. No one has ever discovered before that our columns
are open to all, or has seemed to
realize that the magazine was established for the benefit of the
students at large ; and, if we could
believe that this contribution was
but the precursor of many
we should consider the future of
the STUDENT as full of promise,
But, alas ! again and again
has the invitation been given;
again and again has it been
urged that such contributions
were necessary to make the
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magazine what it should be, and
yet our eyes have been gladdened
by the sight of only a single
article.
Now, we appeal to the good
sense of the students, to say
whether this is as it ought to be.
We believe that every one is interested in the prosperity of the
STUDENT, and that they realize
the conditions necessary to attain
this in the highest degree. Therefore, we take this opportunity of
again extending a cordial invitation to all to send in their contributions, and cherish a faint hope
that some one will respond.
OUR EXCHANGES.

Vassar Miscellany for
The
April comes to us full of good
things, and is in itself an answer
to all doubts of female ability. It
presents a careful selection of artides, which are not only well
r
w ritten but are full of thought,
Among the best of the prose articles is "The Two Phases of Intellectuality." The original poem
is very fine in sentiment, but fails
The
a little in execution.
Tyro appears to have been prepared under difficulties. The editors first appointed resigned, just
at the time when they should have
been at work, and the present editors were of course hurried. No
apology was neceo sary, however,
the present number being fully up
to the usual standard of the magazine. Call again, friend Tyro,

1
%
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you will always find a welcome,
We are glad to welcome the
Brunonian again. As the March
number failed to reach us, we had
begun to think that it had cut our
acquaintance. Considerable sp
is taken up by a " History of Cl
ad
which
is
rather
dull
of'57
tside of the Colg for thos
The "Bias of Scholarship
leg(
ry able production, and the
is a
al poem is quite good The
The
ab
editorials
P
Harvard Advocate of April 3 5
contains one. of the finest poems
we have seen for a long time, entitled, "The Wave." We quote
the first stanza:
»

"Fast from the wind I fly,
Both great and small am I,
Fain would I break and die,
Ceaseless my motion!
"Rolling from year to year,
Manv's the tale I hear,
Accents of love and fear,
In the mid ocean."

The Cornell Times rejoices,
with reason, over the failure of the
charges against the University
and its founder. In spite of the
numerous assaults upon it, the
Times appears to be improving,
The High School Budget is
by far the ablest paper of its kind
with which we are acquainted,

and, in our opinion, many of our
college exchanges are inferior to
it. We are glad to see that peace
has been proclaimed between the
The
Budget and the Herald.
Bowdoin Orient has just made
another of its " splendidly null"
assaults upon Bates, but truly,
friend Orient,

)

" 'Tis hard to say, if greater want of skill

Appear in writing or in judging ill."

By the way, is it not singular
that a college of so much "prestige" as Bowdoin should stoop low
enough to interest itself in anything pertaining to Bates ?
We
have received the first number of
the Crescent, published by the
Literary Societies of Hillsdale.
It is issued monthly, and the present number is filled with short,
spicy articles, which well repay
the reading. We are glad to see
our sister college so well represented, and wish the Crescent the
largest success.
We have received the College
Argus, and noticed its criticism
upon us We " acknowledge the
corn," and are trying to remedy
the defect; but we presume the
Argus understands the difficulty
of always procuring just such ar
tides as one desires.

Literary communications should be addressed to the Editors. All subscriptions and
advertisements to J. Herbert Hutchins, Manager.
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ODDS AND ENDS
HEY tell us, sir, that we are
weak ! " Question of the
day: Aren't you awful lame ?
Oh, bother cremation ! We
have to earn our living—and we
don't want to be compelled to urn
our dead. '-iLIr^V •
Scene.—Recitation in Zo-olo
Mr.
A.,
what
is
the
Prof.
gy
distinguishing characteristic of
the Vertebrates ? Mr. A.—Well
they have a backbone round
which they revolve as an axis.
The Freshmen, as a class,
"embrace two young ladies." Individually they embrace an indefinite number, and the supply is not
yet equal to the demand.

I

5

One of our Seniors, while
teaching in the "rural districts"
this winter, was surprised to hear
the S. S. Superintendent declare
looking directly at him—
—that,
"Our young people can not be
suppressed by any one, either inside or outside of the district."
'Tis astonishing how people sometimes hit the truth unintentionally.
WANTED.—Fifteen

or twenty
copies of the Student for January,
Persons
having
copies
i873.
which they wish to dispose of can
do so by applying to the manager,
Herbert Hutchins.

.%

a

An exchange says
Our
nervous editor, whenever he gets
excited, goes into the composing
room and becomes composed."
He must be a temperance man
then, else he'd go to a sample
room and get "set up."—Ex.
We recommend our Sopho
more brethren to abstain from
singing in the Chapel before the
"authorities" arrive.
We lately
discovered a baker's dozen of
Freshmen trembling before the
door, and refusing to enter because
"exercises had commenced."
>

»

A Boston paper wonders why
a member of Congress who recently spoke with so much feeling
of the "hay seed in his hair" and
"oats in his throat," forgot to complete the diagnosis of the case by
alluding to the rye in his stomach.
SCENE.—Examination in Moral Philosophy.— Senior hands in
paper on the topic of benevolence.
a
Professor,
Have you written all
you can on that subject, Mr. W
"Yes sir; I think so." Profess
(seizing an opportunity to speak
word in due season)—"It's a very
good subject; a very good subject,
Mr. W I hop you will exem
plify it 111 your life
S
(also reflecting upon the prop
use of a word
du season, re-

I
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traces his steps and adds in an appealin g tone) "I hope you will
exemplify it, Professor, in marking
my paper. "
Professor coughs
and Senior retreats, wearing the
blandest of smiles.—Cornell Review.
A man left a bony steed on
Main street last Saturday, and,
coming back a short time afterward , discovered that a funny
youth had placed a card against
the fleshless ribs bearing the notice, "Oats wanted—inquire within."—£%ui Vive.
"Uncle Cheney : I send you
two dollars for the College, which
is all the money I have, except
my gold half dollar."
The above is taken from the
old Me. State Sem. Advocate,
and was written by one of his
nephews, now in College, to Pres.
Cheney. As to which one, "You
pays your money, and you takes
i>
your choice.
LEXICOGRAPHY.—If

we have
not yet produced that great American novel to astonish the world
which, with Mrs. Stowe in mind,
we do not so soon acknowledge
we have still enough to be proud
of in that wonderful product of
American scholarship—Webster's
Dictionary. There has never before been such a dictionary of any
language not even as the result
of those years of labor which the
whole French Academy, a congregation of the best scholars
of France, spent upon the lexi-

cographical standard of that nation.—New York Mail,
—A very rapid, safe and easy
way to make money, is to procure
territory to introduce the latest
useful invention that is wanted
every day, by every one, everywhere, who has a family, full sized
Sewing Machine with Table and
Treadle for only $10, that does
the same work as a Machine you
would pay $80 for, rapid, smooth
and firm, makes a seam so strong
the cloth will tear before the stitches rip apart. Eight new attachments for all work and the improved Button Hole Worker used
Agents
only
need
only.
US
by
show them in operation to sell in
every house they enter. $30 and
upwards cleared daily by smart
agents. No such Machine was
ever offered at any such price.
35,000 sold last year; 100,000
families use them. Demand increasing every day where they
become known. Ministers, Judges, Lawyers, Editors, Machinists,
Tailors, &c, recommend them as
perfect. Rights given free to first
applicants. If there is no agency
in your place, write for it, or buy
a Machine for your Family or a
relation : there is none better or 1
heap. Machines sent to all p
of the country on receipt of pr
10. Read advertisement b
ginning,"$60 saved in every F
ily,"in another part of this Maga
zine.
Add
tl
Proprietor
Robert
& C
Mullig
33^
Canal St., New York
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COMMUNICATION is soon
to be re-opened between the
two divisions of Parker Hall.
Iron doors have been ordered for
that purpose.
A Base Ball Association has
been formed recently, consisting
of sixty-two members. Funds
have been raised, two nines chosen, and the one thing needful now
practi
By the way wh
so many improvements
bei
mad
t something be done
towards a better ground
Most of the apparatus for the
gymnasium has been put in place,
and, as a natural consequence
everybody is troubled with a sudden longing for exercise.
The Commencement Concert,
the 16th of June, will be given by
the Germania Band, assisted by
Mrs. H. M. Smith, Vocalist,
Madame Camilla Urso, the cele
brated violinist, and Mons. Auguste Sauret, pianist. Persons
out of town, wishing to secure
seats, can do so by letter or tele
gram. Address, Thos. Spooner,
Jr., Bates College, Lewiston,
Me.
a
Dr. Peabody has chosen The
Culture of the Christian Scholar,"
as the subject of his lecture before
the united Literary Societies com)

>

I

mencement week. The lecture
takes place at City Hall, Wednesday evening, June 17th.
The Seniors are to be congratulated upon the fact that they have
secured City Hall for all the exercises of commencement week over
which they have any control. The
audience can enjoy the exercises,
instead of being exhausted with
frantic endeavors to keep cool.
Delegates
from
Williai
Princeton, Columb
Wesley
and University of New York, met
at the 5th Avenue Hotel
New
York City, on the 3d of April, to
ake the preliminary
ange
ments for the Inter-collegiate Con
test The time was fixed
Tne
uary 7th, 1875.
contest will
a
b
oratory and
iting
y
and
will be held in the Academy
of Musi :. The judges of oratory
Whitelaw Reid, Wm. C. Bry
an
* and Dr. Chapin.
Essays
Pr
°f- Moses Carl Tyler, T. W
Higginson, James T. Fields.
Each College is entitled to one
representative
atory and two
in essay writing.
$
was
guaranteed by the committee to
start a fund for pi
in scholar
ship, but the project will not be
put in operation until the second
contest.

!

)

•

ALUMNI NOTES.

'67. Rev. W. S. Stockbridge
has accepted a call from the Congregationalist church in Deering,
Me.
G.
W.
Flint,
Assistant
in
'7ithe Bath High School, has been
elected Principal of the Graded
School, at Collinsville, Conn.
—J.
P.
Marston
has
resign'73ed his position at South Paris, and
has gone to Wiscasset to take
charge of the Academy in that
place.
MarNondum
laureati
'74is been a ppointed
tin A. Way has
Principal of the High School at
Woonsocket, R. I.
T. P. Smith has engaged the
Academy at Athens, Me.
F. T. Crommett has been

elected in J. P. Marston's position
at South Paris.
>

[Space will be given each month to the record of on",
alumnus in the form of the one below. Graduates will
greatly oblige by forwarding the necessary material.
Ed.]

1869.
SMALL, ADDISON.—Born, 18
CLASS OF

'74, Engaged in the
Wholesale Fancy Goods Business
in the city of Portland, Me.
Married, Nov. 29, 1862, to
Miss Florence S. Wilder, by Rev.
A. P. Tracy, in Manchester, N.
H.
Children, William Bryant,
born Sept. 21, 1863, and Roscoe
Addison, born Jan. 10 1871.
Post Office address, Portland,
1870
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BATES COLLEGE
O

FACULTY OF INSTRUCTION AND GOVERNMENT.
REV. JAMES ALBERT HOWE, A.M.,
REV. OREN B. CHENEY, D.D.,
Professor of Systematic Theology.

President.

REV.

GEORGE C. CHASE, A.M.,

JOHN FULLONTON, D.D.,

Professor of Rhetoric and Englihs Literature.

Prof, of Ecclesiastical History and Pastoral Theology.

THOMAS HILL RICH, A.M.,

JONATHAN Y. STANTON, A.M.,

Professor of Hebrew.

Professor of Greek and Latin Languages.

I

REV.

BENJAMIN F. HAYES, D.D.,

REV.

URIAH BALKAM, D.D.,
Professor of Logic and Christian Evidences.

Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy.

RICHARD C. STANLEY, A.M.,

REV.

CHARLES H. MALCOM, D.D.,

Professor of Chemistry and Geology.

Lecturer on History.

THOMAS L. ANGELL, A.M.,

CLARENCE A. BICKFORD, A.B.,

Professor of Modern Languages.

Tutor

FRANK W. COBB, A.B.,
Tutor.
0

CLASSICAL DEPARTMENT.
*y S,

t

TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Candidates
admission to
4LC/0 for
JIVfJ. WUIUIDOIUH
VU the
Cll^ Freshman
X' J. ^ OII All tl 11 Class
V1UDD are
ttig examined
J^Vtl II11 UCU as
<ID follows:
lUUUVTfO .
LATIN : In nine books of Virgil's iEneid, six orations of ( icero; the Catiline of Sallust; twenty
exercises off Arnold's Latin Prose Composition, and in Ilarkness' Latin Grammar. GREEK: In three
books of XenophonVs Anabasis; two books of Homer's Iliad, and in Hartley's Greek Grammar. MATHMAI
EMAT1CS: In Loomi6's or GreenleaPs Arithmetic, in the first twelve chapters of Loomis's A lgebra, and
i
in two books of Geometry. ENGLISH: In Mitchell's Ancient Geography, and in Worcester's Ancient
His tory.
All candidate? for advanced standing will be examined in the preparatory studies, and also in those
previously pursued by the class they propose to enter, or in other studies equivalent to them.
Certificates of regular dismission will be require I from those who have been members of other
Colleges.
The regular examinations for admission to College take place on the second Saturday before Com*
mencement, on Tuesday preceding Commencement, and on Wednesday preceding the first day of the
Fall Term.

COURSE OF STUDY.
The regular course of instruction is that commended by the leading Colleges of the country as emi
nently adapted to secure liberal culture and a sound classical education.

•
\

EXPENSES.
The annual expenses are about $200. Pecuniary assistance, from the income of thirteen Scholar
ships, and various other benefactions, is rendered to those who are unable to meet their expenses other
wise.
Students contemplating the Christian ministry receive assistance every year of the course.

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
This is a department in the College established by vote of the corporation July 21, 1870. It occupies
Nichols Hall, situated about a quarter of a mile from the College buildings, and is in oharg e of a special
Faculty appointed by the College corporation.
Candidates for admission are required to furnish testimonials of good standing in some Christian
church, and to give evidence of their duty to prepare for the gospel ministry, certified by the church of
Which they are members respectively, or by some ordained minister.
Those who are not graduates from College, previous to entering upon the regular courae of study,
must be prepared for examination in the common English branches, Natural Philosophy, Physiology
Chemistry, neology, Astronomy, Algebra, and in the Latin and Greek languages.
Tuition, room rent, and U6e of libraries, free*
COMMENCEMENT
JUNE 17,1874.
For Catalogue or other information, address

OREN B. CHENEY, PRESIDENT, Lewiston, Me.

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
o

This In; titution is located in the city of Lewiston, Maine, and is named in honor of LYMAM NICHOLS,
Esq., of Boston. The special object of the School is to prepare students for the Freshman Class of
Bates College, though students who do not contemplate a College course are admitted to any of the
classes which they have the qualifications to enter. The School is situated near the College and Theological School, and thus affords important advantages of association with students of more advanced
t anding and scholarship.
The Course of Study comprises three years and as many classes; that is, the first year, or third
class; the second year, or second class; the third year, or first class. The classes are so arra nge

>

that

students can enter the school at any time during the year.
o

Board of Instruction.
LYMAN G. JORDAN, A.M., PRINCIPAL,
THEODORE G. WILDER, A.B., FREDERIC H. PECK HAM, A.B.,
FRANK W. COBB, A.B.,
EDMUND R. ANGELL. A.B.. For further particulars send for Catalogue.

Teacher of Latin and Greek
Teacher of Mathematics.
- Teacher of Rhetoric.
Assistant Teacher in Latin
Teacher of English Branches
A. M. JONES, Secretary

FRENCH BROTHERS,
No, 40 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me,

CO.

STEV
»

A. C. NICHOLS

L. O. STEVENS.
Keep constantly on hand a large stock of

College aiiid. School

TEXT BOOKS

?

Miscellaneous Books

»

Periodicals

»

Stationery, <k ■

AND

SVAIfOHTERY.

FINE

ALSO

5

Books

9

and other articles usually kept in a first-class
Bookstore. Discounts made to Teachers, Colleges, and persons buying in quantities.
Orders by mail promptly attended to.

Gold Pens and
98 LISBON ST.,i LEWISTON.

•

m

•

¥®

•

»

MORE

Pianos Organs and

elodeons

f

Than any other one man in the United States. He supplies the VERT BEST on the most reasonable
terms, and sends them on short notice to any part of the country. He sells Pianos for full urn WW|
down
and purchasers on an average save about $100 on a Piano.
Be sure to write him before laying out your money. Address

HARMON

*

Portsmouth N
*

;

N. B.—Whoever purchases of Bro. H. add their mite, through him, to aid our institutions of learning.

GO TO

. BOOTHBY

The subscriber gives notice that, in addition to
his large and choice stock of TRUNKS, VALISES,
TRAVELING BAGS, RETICULES, UMBRELLAS, &c, he has received and has for sale a very
Select and Choice lot of

for your nice

Custom Clo thing.
lyl

MEN'S AJND BOYS'
>

27 Lisbon Street,

CO. I

ats and Cap
At No. 113 Lisbon St.
Call and see us.

DAY

}

,T. I». LONGLEY

ALEY

CO.

>

DKALEK8 IN

FL

UR

WAKEFIELB BROS.,
Druggist* and Apothecaries,

5

Groceries and Provisions i
Main Street,

, DR. J* P. FITTER.—Beinfc sworn, gays, I graduated at th<*
tTnivcrsityof Ponn'a in 1833,and aftor 30years' experionco,
irfected Dr. Fitter's Vegetable Rheumatic
yrup# I gu aranteo it an infallible euro for Nerve, Kidney aad Bbeuiaatto diseases. Sworn to, this20th April, 1871( ) F. A. OSBOURN, Notary Public, Phila*
V7Q ClorgymOQ WefO Ctrodly it, and will satisfy any one writing: us. Rev.Thos.Muiply^.D.^ankford^nila.Rev.C.H.
Ewing,Media,Pa. Rev.«T.S.Bnchnnan,Clarenee.Iowa.Rev.
G.G.Smith, Pittsford, N. Y. Rev. JoR.Peff^. Fulls Church*
Phila.,Ac. Afflicted Bhould write I)r.Fit!or,Phila.%forexpla*
natory Pamphlet 4 guarantee,gratis. $,50 Reward foran incurable caae.Ng euro no charge,a reaJity.Sold by druggist*

UEWISTON, ME.

City

vu

tore

*

72 LISBON STREET,
lti

Lewistou, Me.

8172

1872

GREAT

SEWING
AT THE MANCHESTER AND LIVERPOOL
AGRICULTURAL SHOW.

THE SING

<f

AWARDED

Two Gold Medals

9

ONE FOR FAMILY MACHINE AND ONE FOR
MANUFACTURING MACHINE.
At the NEW ENGLAND FAIR, alter the most
severe tests and through trials ever given, the

$12
Q
"Work none can afford to dispense with.
[Atlantic Monthly*
DEvery scholar knows its value.
[ Wm. H. Prescott.
est book for everybody.
[Golden Era.
Standard in this office.
[A. H. Clapp, GovH Printer.
There is a vast mine in this edition.
[Christian Union.
xtensive Art Gallery, a library.
[Household Advocate.
Ilesult of centuries of culture.
[New York Times.
Published by G. & C. MERRIAM,
Springfield, Mass.

WAS AWARDED THE

ttiiutti.

ft a 11 s
C

Over all Competitors*

A MONTHLY MAaAZJNE,

It is the Simplest Shuttle Machine in Existence
—the Easiest to Manage—the Most Durable—and
THIS BESTj doing every variety of PRACTICAL
work of all others combined.
BKYVARE OF IMITATIONS AND HUMBUGS.
Machines ot all kinds repaired. Oil, Needles,
Thread, Twist, &c, lor sale.

FULLER

CAPEN J

Published

the Class of '75,
%

Terms, $1 a year, invariably in advance
Single Copies, 10 cents.

SOLE AGENTS,

Single copies will be sent to any address ou receipt of ten cents and stamp.

61 Lisbon street, Lewiston,
121 Water street, Augusta.

POSTAGE.

\

_.«-•.

»

•

FOBS & MURPHY
(Successors to A. L. & P. P. GETCHELL) keep the
latest and most fashionable styles of

Hats, Caps, Furs
TRUNKS & UMBRELLAS,

9

Found in the market.

46 Lisbon St., Lewiston. Zign of Big Hat.

Ballard's Orchestra.
This organization has been in existence for several years, and has furnished music for numerous
exercises of Colleges, Seminaries, High and Normal Schools, Musical Conventions, Lectures and
Levees, and has given Concerts in various parts
of Maine.
Address L. W. BALLARD, Lewiston, Me.

The postage on the Magazine will be twelve
cents a year, payable at the office of the subscriber.

MISSING NUMBEBS.
If any subscriber fails to receive a copy of the
Magazine when due, we would thank him to inform us, and the mistake will be immediately rectified.
The Magazine is for sale at the following bookstores: French Bros', Douglass & Cook's, and
Stevens & Co., Lewiston; Willard Small & Co's,
Auburn; Luring, Short & Harmon's, Portland; and
Street
A. Williams & Co's, 135 Wa
Boston, Mass.
Literary communications should be addressed
to the *• Editors of the Bates Student." All subscriptions and business letters to

J. HERBERT HUTCI1INS,
BATES COLLEGE,

Lewiston, Me,

Of Every Variety, in the Best Style, at Short Notice and on Satisfactory Terms, at the

FREEWILL BAPTIST PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT,

2sT
At the same office are published

a t o JP

q

V

&

*

A large weekly religious paper;

Idtf te

mx

n

Alternate weeks for Sabbath Schools;

Of the International Series for both Adults and Children

JhLOOl

m\

a nMm
m$

itiP v
.!

Both Denominational and otherwise

•

JL •

Dealer in

>

Crockery*
China
&
Glass
Ware
KEH0SENK LAMPS AND 0HANDEUEB8, TABU

OUTLEHV, SILVER PLATED AND BRITANNIA
WARE*
No. 75 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, sign of Big Pitcher.

win
.
\

White and Fancy Shirts of all kinds; also Neckties of the Latest Style and
Lowest Prices.
No. 90 Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Me.

D. Lothrop & Co's

BIBLE WAREHOUSE
AND

Store

*

BOOKS, BIBLES
CHROMOS, REWARD CARDS, &C,
at Extremely Low Prices, at

To Consumptives.
A PREACH KB OF THE GOSPEL, having
cured his son of Consumption in its worst stages,
after being given up to die by the most celebrated
physicians, desires to make known the cure
(Which proves successful in every case) to those
afflicted with Asthma* Bronchitis, Coughs, Colds,
Consumption, and all Affections of the Throat
and Lungs, and will send the Recipe, free of
charge to all wiio desire it, if they will forward
their address to

DANIEL ADEE,
176 Fulton St., New York.

38 & 40 CORNHILL, BOSTON.
Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co. publish the celebrated $1000.00 and $500.00 Prize Series, and other
Popular and Standard Works, suitable for Family,
Sunday School and Public Libraries, for Presentation, School Prizes, etc. Attention is especially
called to the cordial endorsement of their publications by the religious and literary press of the
country.
Orders by mail or otherwise promptly filled at
best rates. Any book sent by mail, postage paid,
on receipt of price. Illustrated Catalogue free.

TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS.

|EH $60 SAVED IN EVERY FAMILY. B
Male and Female Agents clear $30 per day easily.

M

PH

Outfits and

county rights granted free.
WONDERFUL ACHIEVEMENT.
NEW INVENTION.
LATEST STYLE.
L,-A.E,Gt-E

SIZE

FAMILY SEWING

C_^

M

p£
3
^

§
LJ

MACHINE^

With Table and Treadle Complete.
Only Ten Dollars.
The successful invention, and production of
the Only Full Sized really good Sewing Machine
for less than $50, that operates by
Foot Power.
Prize Medals, Premiums, Diplomas, Awards of
Merit, and Honorable Mention, &c., Ac.,
Over all Others.
The last useful invention to render the difficulties of sewiog less laborious.
The new and improved patented
1
hH
Button Hole Worker,
O the culmination of perfect mechanical accuracy,
P practical skill and utility, with beauty, stren-th.
and durability combined. A long required
525 Labor 'Saver.
8 NeAv Patented, ewing Machine
Attache nts,
CO with which over seventeen Different Kinds of
beautiful sewings, Fancy, Elaborate,Ornamental,
Intricate, Fine, Plain, and Strong, can be doue
with perfect ease and rapidity by those who
never saw a sewing machine before. Our N) w
Hi Attachments have genuine Merit that commands
Immediate Bales. They are the most valuable
ever patented to advance he usefulness
p adjuncts
of Sewing -Machines, and are adjustable to all
other good machines, equally as well as our
own. Without them no machine can be periect.
Sold separate it desired, at one-tenth the coat of
the old styles used by all other machines.
Our New Machine
is larger than some of the $80 machines. Will
do every description of sewing, Hem, Fell, Tuck,
Seam, Quilt, liraid, Cord, Bind, Gather, Baffle,
Shirr, Pleat, Fold, Scollop, Roll, Embroider,
Run up Breadth*, Ac, Ac. Will sew anything a
needle will go through. Makes the Strongost
Stitch know u,so strong that the CLOXH WILL TEAR
before the seam will rip apart. Haa self-adjust
ing straight needle, reliable, accurate feed, direct
motion, no complication of useless Coggs or
cams to oil or get out of order, is silent, easy
working, light running, very rapid, »mo ilta and
correct, quickly understood, ana easily managed.
"The inventors of those excellent machines

3

o

I

ROBERT J. MULLIGAN & CO.,

5i General
^

can be relied upon as upright and responsible O
men, well worthy of the confidence and patron- £3
age of our Christian readers.—" Northern Church
S-andard,» N. Y., Dec. 27th.
JJPJ
Orders Received,
pq
and machines promptly forwarded to any address EH
on receipt of the following cash prices;
rrt
SINGLE MACHINES for samples
or private use, plain Btyles with
2 3 adjustable extension Table and
Treadle, furnished with equipments ready for immediate use
$10 Each.!
MACHINES with . xtra Fine Table.... 15 "
MACHINES with Table and Cover.... 20 " X
MACHINES with encloced Table,
M
naif _ cabinet style
30 " ^
MACHINES with enclosed Table,
f±
full cabinet style
40 " g
The machines at $10 are precisely the same as E^
those of a higher price, the onh difference being ,«
that those at $10 have pi .in hut neat Table and ~"
Treadle, while those oi a higher price are urn a-1
mental, with elaborate and costly polished bl ick i
walnut.
Tables with covers, tncloeed cases, and!
cabinet stjle.
Q
No Extra Charges made for packing or shipping 2L
to any I art of the country. Special nernnoaieH
for five years with every machine. Specimens tm
of sewing, illustrated circulars, with Mimcrom H
recommendations, wholesale cash price*, extra- W
ordinary Inducements to agents, &<\, mailed free, tH
F.xclusive control of Territory given gratis to rn
capable and energetic agents, merchants, store jgj
keeper?, Ac., wbo will travel or open agencies PH
and exhibit the wonderful If rite of our machine* <4
in their lOCHlitieo, and solicit orders.
j
Outfits and County Rights given Free of Charge, j
"An unequaled quick and honest money 5
making bu-iness for male and fem.de canvassers 2
in all partt of the country.'—Cuxlstian Index, O
N. Y., Jan. 5th.
.
Cash Remittances
; 1
must be made in Post Office money orders, or EJ
Biink Drafts made payable to our order in New
York. Registered Letters or by Express at our CO
risk.
A 11 Orders and Communications must be ad-1
dressed to

Manufacturers {
of Machinery.
|

336 Canal Street, N. Y. Z
pi
W

?EN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS. TEN DOLLARS

_

COMPLETE SUCCESS OF THE NEW SYSTEM!

HAGAR

J

ARITHMETICS.
RETAIL PRICE.

I
II.
III.
IV.

Primary Lessons in Numbers,
Elementary Arithmetic,
•
Common School Arithmetic, Dictation Problems and Key to Com. Sell. Aritli.,

$0.30

0.50
1.00
1.00

The new method fully tested and proved to be

Successful in Practice, as weii as Attractive in Theory.
Of these books, we have issued during the first eighteen months of their publication,

100,000 CJopies
The intrinsic merit of Haaar's Ar

)

y the

wide-spread popularity they have obtained in the short time since their publication.
No other similar text-books have been so rapidly introduced into the best schools
or have stood so well the ordeal of the school-room. They have been adopted for
Normal Schools, and Sem

The City of New York,
The City of Providence, R. I.,
The City of Salem, Mass.,
The City of Portland, Me.,
The City of Lewiston, Me.,
The City of Meriden, Conn.,
The City of Topeka, Kan.,
The Boro' of Catasanqua, Pa.,

Normal School, Farmington, Me.
Normal School, Salem, Mass.,
Normal School, Providence, R. I.
Normal School, Wilmington, Del
North Providence, R. I.,
West Roxbury, Mass.,
New London, N. H.,
Town of Quincy, Mass.,

And in hundreds of other prominent places throughout the Country, including nearly

Two Hundred Important Towns in New England alone.
Teachers and School Officers, if you are thinking of changing your Text-Books on
Arithmetic, Don't do it until you have examined these Books.

We will send

copies for examination, by mail or express, prepaid, On Condition that if the
Books are not adopted the specimen copies shall be returned to us. Address,

Or,

COWPEUTITWAIT & CO., Educational Publishers,
628 & 630 Chestnut St., Philadelphia
JAMES A. BO WEN, New England Agent,
:>7 find .19 Brattle Street, Boston.

